Analysis of RNA secondary structure in replication of human parainfluenza virus type 3.
The terminal RNA regions of the genomic and antigenomic RNAs of the paramyxoviruses and rhabdoviruses are known to contain sequences essential for RNA replication and transcription. The 3'- and 5'-termini of human parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV3) genomic RNA, termed leader and trailer sequences, respectively, are capable of forming stable stem-loop structures. Additionally, the 17 terminal bases of the leader and trailer are complementary and therefore also capable of forming a helical structure. We investigated the roles of the stem-loop structure and terminal complementarity in HPIV3 RNA replication and transcription in vivo using a minigenome containing all RNA elements necessary for these processes. By mutational analysis, we show that the RNA secondary structure features present at the termini of HPIV3 have no discernible role in replication or transcription. Rather, the primary sequence of these regions is what is critical in promoting replication. Interestingly, a mutation at leader base 24 was found to revert a mutation at leader position 5 but probably not via RNA secondary structure restoration.